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Personal BAC Tester

A personal BAC tester gives you an indication of what your blood alcohol concentration (BAC) is, that is only measured more accurately in a blood test. These days you can buy a personal breathalyzer online, at car spare parts dealers and even in
supermarkets. Some of the up market alcohol detectors have nice features like audio and visual warnings for Caution and DANGER level of your BAC.

If you find yourself in the position where you could end up drinking and then driving, it is not a bad idea to have a personal BAC test unit on hand to do a check. At least this way you can get an idea to know whether you should drive or better still take a
cab or pass the keys to a friend that hasn’t been drinking.

Andatech Personal BAC Tester

Perfect personal BAC tester for industrial use and employee breath alcohol screening. Now with the capability of a
USB plug in to down load BAC readings to your computer and other information makes it ideal for keeping track of
employee history and referencing. Having a replaceable breathalyzer sensor module enables the unit to be
reading accurately again within seconds, even in the middle of a mine, construction zone or factory. The Andatech
Zenith takes personal accountability to a new level.
Interesting BAC article
Should We BAC Down? (freakonomics.blogs.nytimes.com)
Personal BAC Tester Prevent DUI or public ...
If manufacturers tout the benefits of using a personal alcohol test alcohol test on blood alcohol concentration
(BAC) determine before action can the law enforcement and organizations like MADD cause alarms do more
harm than. ...
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